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ON THE OPERATOR RANGES OF ANALYTICFUNCTIONS
J. S. HWANG1
Abstract.
Following Doob, we say that a function/(z)
analytic in the unit disk U
has the property K(p) if/(0) = 0 and for some arc y on the unit circle whose
measure | y \ > 2p > 0,

liminf \f(z])\>

1 where z — : G y and z, E U.

J-X

Let H be a Hubert space over the complex field, A an operator whose spectrum is
included in U, IIAW the operator norm of A. and f(A) the usual Riesz-Dunford
operator. We prove that there is no function with the property K( p) satisfying

(1 - \\A\\)\\f'(A)\\ « \/n

for all IM|| < 1.

where n > N( p ) = log( 1/(1— cos p )). We also show that if / has the property K( p )
then the operator range of f(A) covers a ball of radius k(p) = ]/3 /(4N(p)). These
two results generalize our previous solutions of two long open problems of Doob [1].
Finally, we prove that the operator range of any 4-fold univalent function is not
convex. This extends our solution to Ky Fan's Problem [4].

1. Introduction. Lei f(z) he a function analytic in the unit disk U = {z: \ z |< 1}.
Following Doob [l,p. 119], we say that a function/(z)
has the property K(p) if
/(0) = 0 and for some arc y on the unit circle of measure | y | > 2p > 0,

liminf|/(z,)|>l,
y—08

where {z^} is an arbitrary sequence of points in U converging to an arbitrary interior
point of -y.
In our recent works [6-10], we have solved two long open problems of Doob [1, p.
120]. In particular, in [8-10], we proved both of the following theorems:
Theorem

1. There is no function with the property K(p) satisfying

(1 -\z\)\f'(z)\<l/n

forall\z\<\,

where n > N(p) — log( 1/(1 — cosp)), 0 < p < p0for some p0 < it/2.
Theorem 2. ///( z ) has the property K( p ), then the range of f( z ) covers some simple
and nonsimple disks of radii k(p) = fi/(4N(p))
and \/(2N(p)),
respectively.

In this paper, we shall extend these two theorems from the function theory to the
operator theory. Let H he a Hubert space over the complex field, A an operator (i.e.
a bounded linear transformation) on H, and o(A) the spectrum of A. If f(z) is a
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function analytic on a neighborhood G of o( A ), then /( A ) will denote the RieszDunford integral operator (see [3, p. 568])

f{A) = j-.jf(z)(zI-A)-'dz,
Ittt Jc
where / stands for the identity operator on H, and C is a positively oriented simple
closed rectifiable contour such that the interior C° of C contains o( A ) and the union

curcc.
As usual, we denote the norm of an operator A by IIAII and we say that A is a
contraction or a proper contraction if IIA\\ =e 1 or IIA|| < 1, respectively. With this
notion, we shall prove the following operator analogues of Theorems 1 and 2:
Theorem

3. There is no function with the property K(p) satisfying

(1 - IIA||)|| f'(A) il ^ \/n
where n > N(p) = log(l/(l

Theorem

for all \\A\\ < 1,

— cos p)). 0 < p < p0for some p0 < tr/2.

4. If f(z) has the property K(p), then the operator range of f(A)

covers

some ball of radius k(p) = \[3 /(4N(p)).
Recently. Ky Fan [4, Theorem 7] proved that if/(z) is a starlike function then its
operator range f(A) is also starlike. He then asked [4,p. 287] whether the operator
range/(/I)
is convex if/(z) is a convex function, where/(0) = 0 and/'(0) = 1. In
[11], we answered this question in the negative by the following Schwarz function
(see [5, p. 385]) which is 4-fold (2c4n+ ,z4"+ '):

s(Z)=jo
-t*r»d<=z111
-¡.
■;¿I"~ V+'.
■'o
j
2 n\ (4/7 + 1)
We shall now extend this answer as follows:
Theorem 5. Iff(z) ¥= z is a 4-fold univalent function (/'(0)
range off(A) is not convex.

= 1), then the operator

2. Proof of Theorem 3. According to Theorem 1, there is a point z0 G U such that
(1 -|z0|)|/'(z0)|>l/H,

where n>N(p).

Let A — z0I, then by the definition of the Riesz-Dunford

f'(z0)I, so that \\f'(A)\\ =|/'(z0)|

operator, we get/'(z0/)

=

It follows that

(1 - \\A\\)\\f'(A)\\ > \/n,

where« > N(p).

This proves Theorem 3.
3. Proof of Theorem 4. Let f(z) have the property K(p). Then by virtue of
Theorem 2, we see that the function/(z)
is univalent between a subdomain S C U
and a disk of radius k(p) with center, say, at /(z0), where z0 E S. Let g(w) he a
conformai mapping from the unit disk Uwin the w-plane onto S such that g(0) = z0.
Then the function h(w) = f(g(w)) — f(z0) is univalent on Uw, where h(0) = /(g(0))
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Now, by letting the function hp(w) — k(p)w, we have the following subordination:

k(p)UwGh(Uj

or hp(Uw)Gh(Uj.

According to Fan's theorem [4, Theorem 7], for every proper contraction A on a
Hubert space H, there is a proper contraction B on H satisfying hp(A) — k(p)A —
h(B). Since Mil < 1, this shows that the operator range of h(B) covers the ball {A:

\\A\\<k(p)}.
In view of the spectral mapping theorem [3, p. 570], we find that/(g(£))
= f(z0)I
+ h(B), so that the operator range of the composite function/0 g covers the ball
{A: \\f(z0)I + A\\ < k(p)} with center at the point -f(z0)I. Since the mapping
g(w) satisfies \g(w) |< 1 for all w G Uw, it follows from Fan's theorem [4, Theorem
1] that IIg(B)\\ < 1 for any ||£|| < 1. This in turn implies that the operator range of
f(A) covers that of /° g over the same unit ball {A: Mil < 1}. We thus conclude
that the operator range of f(A) covers the desired ball {A: ||/(z0)7 + .411< k(p)}.
This completes the proof.

4. Proof of Theorem 5. The method here is an extension of [11]. Since the function
/is 4-fold, it can be represented by
/(;)

= ¿+

2c4„+,z4"+l#z.

Let/I, = S(°o) and A2 = Ç(_°xl0),
where \{ |= r< 1.Then the norm M,|| = M2|| =
r < 1. Since c2n and c2n+, are all zero, by a simple computation we find that

/U)=/U)(°

0) and f(A2)=f(n(_°] I).

If the assertion were false, then there would be a proper contraction A such that

f(A) = \(f(Ax)+f(A2))=f(t;)(00

l)=B.

Since the function w = f(z) is univalent and /(0) = 0, it follows that the inverse
z —f'\w)
is analytic at the origin and can be expanded asz —f'\w)
= w + 1anw".

This yields A = /"'(#)

= B, because B" = 0 for n > 1, and the norm Mil = II£11

—l/(f ) I i whereA( —B) depends on f.
We shall now show that there is a point f G U for which the value |/(f) |> 1.
Suppose, on the contrary, that |/(J)|<
1 for all f G U. Then by Schwarz's lemma
(see [5, p. 236]), we have either |/'(0) |< 1 or/(z) = e"*z, contradicting the normalization /'(0) = 1 and the assumption f(z) ¥= z, respectively. We thus prove that
|/(0 |> 1 for some f G U. This in turn implies that the norm Mil =|/(f) |> 1, a
contradiction. Hence, the operator range of f(X) is not convex and the proof is
complete.

5. Generalization. Instead of the Doob norm considered in Theorem 3, we can also
consider the Bloch norm (see Hwang and Rung [6,7]). In this connection, by the
same argument, we can easily obtain the following two results analogous to Theorems 3 and 4:
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Theorem 6. There is no function with the property K(p) satisfying

(1 - \\A2\\)\\f'(A)\\ < 1//I for all Mil < 1,
where n > Nx(p) = e(tr — p)/(2sin

Theorem

p), 0 < p < w

7. If f(z) has the property K(p), then the operator range of f(A) covers

some ball of radius
kx(p) = ][3/(4Nx(p)),

where 0 < p < it.

Note that the estimates in Theorems 3 and 6 behave in two extreme cases. When p
is small the estimate in Theorem 3 is better than that of Theorem 6, but the later is
better than the former when p tends to m.
Furthermore, instead of the property K(p), we can also consider extensions as
suggested by a result of Doob [2, Theorem 10.2] and the author [10, Theorem 7]. For
this, we denote by D0(r, p, s), the class of all functions/(z) analytic in U such that
|/(0) |=Sr< 1 and for some arc y on the unit circle of measure |-y|s*2p, the

inequality
liminf|/(z)|>*

>0

(zGU)

z-p

holds for all points p G y less a subset of zero capacity.
Theorem
radius

8. If f G D0(r, p, s), then the operator range off(A)

k2(p) = $/

(4N2(p)),

N2(p) = s(\ - r)/log(l/

covers some ball of

(1 - cosp)),

0 < p < p0 for some p0 < ir/2.
6. Problem. In closing this note, let us pose two problems as follows:
Problem 1. What is the best estimate of the radius k(p) in Theorem 4?
In view of Theorem 2, the constant /3 /4 in Theorem 4 should be improved by

1/2, or even by it/4 (cf. [10, Remark 3]).
Problem 2. What is a necessary and sufficient condition that the operator range be
convex for a convex function?
In [4, Theorem 8], Fan proved that the operator range of an extreme point ee of
the class of convex functions is convex, where ee(z) — z(\ — e'ez)']. Is it true that if
the operator range of a function /( z ) ¥= z is convex then the function / is an extreme
point, i.e. f — ee for some 0 < 0 < 2w? We do not even know whether the operator
range of any odd univalent function is not convex? Our original intention was to
prove this stronger result. But it was pointed out by the referee that our method can
only give the weaker version described in Theorem 5. The referee asked if the
specific odd function/(x)
= z + z3/3 has nonconvex operator range. The answer
turns out to be 'yes' as will be seen from the following geometric criterion:
Theorem 9. If f(z) is an odd function whose range contains two points wx and w2
such that | H>,| = | w21> 1 and arg(w,/vv2) = jr/2, then f(z) has nonconvex operator
range.
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Proof. According to the hypotheses, there exist two points f and r¡ in U such that

/(f) = //(r?) and |/(0|>
computation,

I- Let Ax = £(°¿) and A2 = it,(_,¿). Then by a simple

we obtain

{(f(Ax)+f(A2))=f(o(°0 J).
The assertion now follows from the same argument as in Theorem 5.
As a consequence of Theorem 9, we have the following desired result:
Theorem
range.

10. // fr(z) = z + rz3, 0 < r < j, then fr(z)

has nonconvex

operator

Proof. Since

\f(e,e)\=

1 +r2 + 2rcos20>

there exists a unique 0 < a < it/4
now follows from Theorem 9.

1 for all | 6 \< tr/4,

such that arg/(e*'a)

= ±ir/4.

The assertion
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